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INTRODUCTION  

Prior to a recently tabled City Council presentation on a re-zoning application for the properties 227-303 
10 Street NW, several neighbors emailed the City with their concerns regarding the impact of new 
developments on their shared lane-ways. In response to the neighbor communications, Ward 7 Alderman 
Druh Farrell re-tabled the presentation for a month later and requested that the developer involved host a 
round-table discussion regarding the adjacent lane-way (between 10th Street and 10A Street NW) with a 
broader vision towards the impact of development on the many residential/commercial shared laneways 
in the Kensington area. 

As the Hillhurst/Sunnyside Community Association is currently in the active process of re-designing their 
developer feedback processes, an interim feedback pilot process was hosted to facilitate an ‘all stake-
holder’ approach to neighbor engagement. 

This round-table discussion was hosted Thursday, April 18, 2013 at the Hillhurst United Church and was 
well received by neighbors and reflected a positive, cooperative approach to community discussions.  

The developer representative, The Dobbin Group, attended and presented a brief overview of their re-
zoning application and held a Q&A session thereafter providing responses to neighbor concerns and 
providing education on the application of the Hillhurst/Sunnyside Area Redevelopment Plan (ARP) and 
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) during the re-zoning process. City representatives from Planning 
and Transportation lent support in these discussions and the response level was high. Engagement across 
all stakeholders was positive and interactive. The developer wishes to extend special thanks to Natalie 
Bach, a neighbor who acted as facilitator for the discussion. 

 
THE PROCESS 

Social media and flyers invited stakeholders to attend 
the meeting at a ‘neutral ground’ setting.  The meeting 
format drew heavily on the successful facilitation 
model used during the City of Calgary Transforming 
Planning Workshops: round table discussions of 8 
people per table facilitated small-scale discussions 
between stakeholders and a mix of stakeholder types 
was encouraged to reflect the many viewpoints of 
participants; each table was encouraged to write down 
on large paper provided; once each of the two sessions 
was completed, a single speaker for the table reviewed 
the main themes discussed and a master-list was 
recorded for the overall group.  
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TWO-PART ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSIONS 

The first discussion centered on existing issues and examples of how the shared laneways are ‘not 
working’ and why. The second discussion focused on solutions and ideas for addressing the issues. The 
summarized master-lists for the two discussions follows, solutions are matched to issues for clarity. 

 

OVER-ARCHING CONSIDERATIONS:  

• As this discussion is intended to be only the first of many, taken on by the City hereafter, it 
was pointed out that there is a need for a clear and realistic definition of the ‘next steps’ in this 
process.  

• Keep in mind that the issues are cumulative, but also cannot be solved by one developer. 

• A ‘whole system’ approach should be taken looking at development, traffic and signage, urban 
design and planning with a view to application of solutions for many laneways in communities 
throughout the city. 

ISSUES & CONCERNS:  
(as the laneway currently exists) 

SOLUTIONS & IDEAS:  

• High traffic volumes • Encourage residents to walk and use transit 

• Reduce parking availability to reduce vehicle 
dependency/focus of retail users 

• Discourage short-cutting by applying ‘reversing’ one-way 
use of lane (opposite to traffic congestion direction) 

• Adjust 10th Street lane reversal times to better reflect actual 
volume peaks 

• Acknowledge that congestion can be self-solving as 
increased congestion discourages use of the laneway over 
time 

• Speeding • Speed-bumps  

• Other traffic calming options? 

• 2 way traffic / space / 
passing difficulties, overall 
width of only 3m 

• Provide passing pull-outs (within 5m set-back of new 
developments) 
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• Delivery vehicles blocking 
laneway - no scheduling / 
control over commercial 
vehicle movement 

• Require new developments to have loading bays within their 
building footprint 

• Require scheduling of deliveries for less congested times of 
the day 

• Require/allow evening deliveries on 10th Street 

• Garbage 
- loose garbage in lane-way 
- garbage smells from 
restaurant waste 

• Require new developments to have garbage/recycling 
contained within building footprint 

• Noise levels  
- garbage pick-up (at 4:00 
am??!) 
- parkade exhaust fans 
- reversing vehicle beepers 

• Require new developments to have garbage/recycling 
contained within building footprint 

• Consider placement of exhaust fans / baffles to reduce noise 
pollution 

• Enforce existing noise and idling bylaws (complaint driven) 

• Traffic short-cutting through 
lane-way to avoid 10th street 
congestion 

• Better signage on 10A street cul-du-sacs 

• Signage that encourages appropriate lane use  

• Addition of light at 3Ave cross intersection is ‘in the works’ 
and may assist in addressing how the lane is accessed from 
the North 

• Power poles restrict 
movement and have been hit 
recently 

• Bury utilities for the length of the lane 

• Discussion/questions about infrastructure support for new 
coach-house vision of ARP 

• Parking in lane-way 
(including valet parking by 
some businesses) 

• Better parking enforcement/attentiveness 

• Camera based ticketing on passing lanes  
(if implemented) 

• Restricted garage 
accessibility, restricted 
visibility  

• Widen lane to provide better turning radius 

• Enforce speed restrictions / implement traffic calming 
measures 

• Property damage – to fences, 
vehicles, garages (and, sadly, 
death of pets) 

• Mirrors on buildings for garage back-outs 

• Parkade entrance lights (directional considerations – not 
rotating strobe lights) 
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• Non-pedestrian friendly /  
industrial feeling  
- no space assigned for 
pedestrians/cyclists 
- lack of lighting 

• Add  pedestrian level improvements to lane-way – Lighting 
– Sidewalk area? 
– Trees? 
– address these types of shared laneways as  
   streetscapes in their own right 

• Address developments as two sided interaction (not just 
pedestrian friendly on front face) 

• Pedestrian access thru buildings/walkways 

• Surface improvements 

• Developments to have centralized access areas and balance 
of space to be pedestrian friendly 

• Restricted street access / 
turning radius issues at both 
ends of lane-way 

• Drainage / ice removal 

Although no specific solutions to these issues 
came out of this discussion, the City has 
indicated that this meeting was simply an 

opening conversation. On-going discussions, 
and potentially a City study on lane-ways have 
both been indicated for implementation soon. 

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSIONS:  

• Coach-house implementation / study needed regarding utility tie-ins and impact. Should the 
coach-houses be built, what permitted uses could be accommodated (i.e. home occupation)? 
Would the development of these living/studio coach-houses address pedestrian friendly use of 
this special type of laneway? These buildings could also address privacy/buffer requirements 
for neighbours. 

• Could this laneway become a pilot project and access alternative financing mechanisms by 
incorporating green / public space / public art initiatives?  

 


